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ABSTRACT
A shorf-term wind power fo recasting capability can be
a valuable 100/ in the renewable energy indus/IJI to addre.'iS
load-balancing issues that a";se from intermillent wind field",
A lthough numerical . . veather prediction models have been used
to forecast winds, their applicability to micro-scale atmo::.pheric
boundary layer flows and ahililY to predict wind speeds at
turbine hub height with a desired accuracy is not clear. To
address this issue, we develop a mulli-CPU parallel flow solver
to forecaslwinds over complex terrain at (he micfV-scale, where
computational domain size can range from meters to several
kilometers. In the solver. \VC adopt the immersed boundQly
method and the Lagrangian dynamic large-eddy simulation
model and extend them 10 aJmospheric jlows. The compulations
are accelerated on CPU clusters with a dual-level parallel
implementation that interleaves lvIPI with CUDA. We evaluate
the flow solver components against test proh/ems and obtain
preliminwy results offlow over Bolund Hill, a coastal hill in
Denmark.
Keywords: CUDA, GPU, immersed boundary method, largeeddy simulatiun, wind forecasting

INTRODUCTION
There is a growing interest to incrcase the portion of renewable energy resources in overall electricity production, This in-

terest is driven by energy security, environmental concerns and
economics. Among several renewable energy options, wind energy has a greater potential within the renewable energy portfolio , But increasing the percentage of wind energy in overall
energy production is much more complex than simply installing
wind farms in windy areas. Tn their 20 % Wind by 2030 technical
report [IJ . Department of Energy (DOE) has describcd the many
chal1enges of increasing (he amount of wind power forecasting,
grid integration, manufacturing and economics.
In this paper, we describe our efforts toward developing a
micro· scale wind forecasting capability where turnaround time
of complex tcrrain wind ftow simulations need to be acce lerated
all the way from pre·processing stage to post-processing stage .
In mi cro-scale atmospheric flows computational domain size can
range fro m several hundred meters to several kilom eters, and grid
reso lution is on the orders of tens of meters to be able to resolve
the wind profile at the turbine hub hei ght (- 80m ). At these spatial sca les, large-eddy simulation (LES) tcchnique is applicable,
but it needs to be augmented with near·surface models [2] to
address surface roughness, insufficient spat ial resolution in the
vici nity of the surface, and fluxes of heat and mo isture. A viable wind forecasting capability should also address th e overall
computational expense of performing LES with a parallel implementation, To this cnd, clusters of modem graphics processing
units (GPU ) emerge as a promising hardware so lut ion to hel p
reali ze micro-scale wind forecasting. Mesh generation for complex terrain is also a bottleneck in wind forecasting, where a poor
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and Senocak [16) developed one of the first rnulti-GPU parallel in co mpressible N avicr-Stokes solver for a Cartesian mesh,
which was later extended to GPU clusters by Jacobsen et al. [17)
with an MPI-CUDA implementation. A full-depth amalgamatcd
parallel 3D geometric multigrid technique was introduced into
the present solvcr rcccn tly [I S]. Brandvi k and Pullan [19] crcated a GP"C-accclcratcd 3D Navier-Stokes solver fo r turbomachinery, and Corrigan et al. [20] explored techniques to accelerate execution of unstructured mesh CFD codes on the GPu.
Griebel and Zaspel [21] developed a 3D incompressible solver
for two-phase flows, and Geveler et al. [22) created libraries for
Lattice -Boltzmann based CFD app lications on multi- and manycore computing platfomls.

mesh quality can induce substantial numerical errors. Creating a
high quality mesh can be very time consuming and may not be an
ideal approach in wind resource identification studies. Therefore,
we propose to adopt a Cartesian immersed boundary (lB ) method
to automate and accelera te the mesh generation process in wind
flow simulations over complex terrain. Equally important, Cartesian mesh topology maps well on to the computer architecture of
modern GPUs for efficient parallel computing.
The immersed boundary (18) method was first proposed by
Peskin [3] to simulate blood flow in a he art using a Cartesian
mesh. Particularly, the lB method is desirable when handling
complex geometries to avoid the cumbersome task of generating body-fitted grids [4). The major issue in the method proposed by Peskin was fonnulating a proper body force to impose
boundary conditions accu rately without jeopardizing the numerical stability. Thc direct forcing method, proposed by MohdYusof [5] and later applied by Verzicco et al. [6), remedied this
issue by reconstructing the velocity field arou nd the immersed
boundary. This technique was successfully applied by Fadlun et
al. [7), Verzicco et al. [6], laccarino and Vcrzicco [81 for engineering fluid flow applications at moderate Rey no lds numbers.
Senocak ct af. [9) extended the direct forcin g approac h to atmospheric boundary layer si mulations over a flat terrai n by adopting the same length sca le assumptions in the turbulence model
and reconstruction schemes. Lundquist et al. [10 J presented a
2D implementation ofth. direct forcing immersed boundary (lB)
method within Weath er Research and Forecasting Model for analytical geometries without any considerati on fOTturbulence modeling and turbulent stresses at the immersed surfaces.
In order to faithfully extend the immersed boundary method
to atmospheric flows, we need to represent arbitrarily complex
three-dimensional topography on a Cartesian mesh, address turbulence modeling using either Reynolds-averaged or LES approaches with provisions for atmospheric stability, represent
turbulent stresses on immersed surfaces and incorporate landsurface fluxes of heat and moi sture. Thus far, no study that addresses these issues in a unified fashion has appeared in literature.
The graphics processing unit (GPU) has become the new
paradigm in supercomputing. As of November 2011, three of
the top five supercomputers in the world adopt GPUs as accelerators [II). GPU computing have made a quantum leap forward
with the debut of l\-VIDIA's Compute Unified Device Architecture (Ct;DA) [12] in 2007 . CUDA-cnabled GPUs provide researchers with a massively parallel many-core architecture that
could be programmed with thc CUDA C programming language
eas ily. CUDA's popularity among scicntislS and engineers has
led to new initiatives in developing compilers and software to
extend CUDA to conventional multi-core CPt; s. Ocelot [ 13] and
CUDA-x86 [14) are recent examples that enables Ct;DA codes
to execute on central processing units (CPU).
GPU computing has bccn adopted in numerous fields [15) .
Within the computational fluid dy namics (CFD) field, Thibault

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
The overall goal of our implementation is to forecast microscale atmospheric flows over complex terrain. To accomplish
this, we adopt the LES tcchnique with the Lagrangian dynamic
subgrid scale model [2 3J for incompressible flows because it is a
locali zed model and does not require any homogeneous directions in the computational domain. \Ve- extend the immersed
boundary method with a reconstruction scheme similar to the one
described by Gilmanov et al. [24- 26] to atmospheric flows and
app ly it to real terrain. To accelerate the turnaround time of our
simul ations, we implement th e entire wind forecasting model by
int erleaving 'vIessage Passi ng Interface (MP!) with CUDA and
dep loy GPU clusters for computations.

Governing EquatIons
The basic princip le o f LES is to separate a turbulent flow
field into large- and subgrid.scales (SGS) using a mathematical
filter. The large-scales are resolved whereas the sub grid-scales
are treated as statisticall y universal and their interact ion with the
resolved flow is modeled . The governing equations used in LES
of incompressible flows are the filtered Navier-Stokes equations,
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is the tensor represeming the intCrdClion of the subg rid-scales
on the resolved large-scales. The overbar represents a fi ltered
quantity. We use the projection algorithm [27] to numerically
solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equ ations in an exp li cit
fashion. Second order central difference and Adams-Bashforth
schemes are app lied to di scretize the spatial and tempora l tenns
in the governing equations. respectively. The pressure Poisson
equation is so lved using a parallel full-depth, three-dimensi onal
geometric multigrid method with an amalgamation strategy developed for OPU clusters [1 8]. The amalgamation strategy ga thers the computational domain on a single GPU when the multigrid method can no longer coarsen the mesh per GPO on a cluster.

(9)

The plane-averaging approach has the downside of requiring homogeneous directions. One approach to a llev iate this issue is to
take a Lagrangian perspective and average of flow pathlines by
using a Lagrangian dynamic model as proposed by Meneveau et
al. [23]. In the Lagrangian dynamic model , the value of Cs is
found by solving two trans port-relaxation equations that are a result of backward time integration and an exponential weighting
fun ction that decreases the weight of past events and are given
by

Subgrid-scale Modeling
The SOS model used in this study is the Lagrangian dynamic
Smagorinsky model proposed by '\-Ieneveau ct al. [23], which is
adequate for arbitrarily comp lex geometry. The model is based
on the Smagorinsky eddy-viscos ity model [28], and the model
coefficient is calculated dynamically and locally from a Lagrangian perspective using information along flow path lines. The
advantage of this dynamic procedure is it docs not require stati stically homogeneous direclions [29,30] and is more practica l to
implement than other localized models [3IJ. The Smagorinsky
eddy-viscosity model is given by
I
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where T is the relaxation time sca le. The choice of time scale
given in Meneveau et al. is
(12)

The value of Cs is Ihen ca lculated by Ihe relation.

(5)

(13)

where

(6)

Csing first-order numer ics, Eq. 10 and Eq. II can be diseretized
as

with'" being the filter width an d C, the model coefficient.
Dynamic models are based upon the Gennano identity [29],
which applies a second filter to the already filtered quantities,
denoted by hat, and is given by

J £.:i I (x) = H {f [f.ij.>l-f,Ji"+I (x) + ( I -
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where the ramp fun ction. H {x}. prevents negative values of C~.
T is the same as in Eq. t 2. and

The dynam ic models take a form similar to

(8)
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( 16)

The value at x - ifl 61 can be determined lIsing multilinear interpolation.

where the plane-averaging operations, denoted by the angle
brackets, stabilize the model [30, 32]. The tensor, Mi;' is defined
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Immersed Boundary Method
In the IB method, a solid boundary is rep resented by a forcing term in the momentum equations given in Eq. 2. The discretized form of the u-component of the mom entum equation is
u'!+ 1 - 1I~,

,

( 17)
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where RH5j includes the pressure gradient, convective and diffusive tenns , Us ing the direct forcing method [5,7], the velocity
at the boundary can be prescribed as ~I -l .=-. V;fl+1 then the body
force becomes

v.n-l

-- U n

F; = - RHS, + -,'----'-i

""

FIGURE 1, SKETC H OF THE CURRENT RECONSTRUCTION
SCH EME AT AN IB POINT, WHERE A LINE IS PROJECTED
ALONG THE NORMAL DIRECTION OF THE NEAREST TRIANGULAR ELEMENT INTO THE FLUID DOMAIN,

(18)

With thi s approach, the body force can be taken into account implicitly by prescribing the velocity field, However, the complex
geometry boundaries are not coincident with the Cartesian grid
and reconstruction schemes are required to impose (he proper
velocity boundary conditions on grid points near the solid geollletry, The steps in applying the IB method wi thin the projection

calculate the intersect ion of the CAD geometry with the underlying Cartesian mesh and one needs to pay special attention when
\vorking with three dimensional geometries. Therefore, we describe the preprocess ing stage of the IB method with sufficient
detail.
In the preprocessing stage, all Cartesian points within the
small search radius, dso, from the boundary are identified. The
value of the search radius is detenni ned by averag ing the grid
spacings: dx, dy and dz. The position vectors of these po ints.
' .... 8 , are compared to the position vecto r of the mth triangular
el ement's centro id, I'm _ l / 2, until the following condition is satisfied

algorithm are summarized as follows
1. Tn the preprocessing stage. separate the Cartesian cells as
solid, fluid, or immersed boundary (IB), Determine the
necessary parameters for the- velocity field reconstructio n
schemes.
2. Predict the velocity by solving the momentum equations as
per the projection algorithm,
3. Sct the solid Cartesian cells to zero and apply reconstruction
schcme to lB nodes.
4. Solve the pressure Po isson equation by imposing divergence
free condition.
S. Correct the velocity field and set solid ce ll s to zero,

min Ir.\'8-rm+li2
1 < d.'io
.

m - \"11

(19)

Any po int that satisfies the above condition is called a nearboundary node. Note that near-boundary nodes can be either
internal or external to the so lid boundary.
T he next step is to detenninc which of the near-boundary
points are actually within the so lid. For every near-boundary
point, all triangular elements located within the search radius
centered at the ncar-boundary node are identified . Examining
th e sign of the scalar produ ct, 11m+l / 2 ' (rnb - r m+ I!2), detennincs
whether a near-boundary point is intemal or external to the solid
boundary. If n",+1/2 ' (rnh - rm . 1/2 ) > 0 for alleast one triangular element within the sphere from the point, then the Cartesian
me sh point is external to the body and flagged as an IB node. If
nm _ l j 2 . (rnh - rm+ I/ 2) < 0 for all triangular elements within the
sphere from the point, the Cartesian mesh point is internal to the
body and flagged .s solid , All points residing in the solid can be
identified by checking which points are between two nodes that
are internal to the solid.

Several reconstruction methods have been proposed in literature. For our application we chose to use a reconstruction
scheme sim ilar to the hybrid Cartesianli mmersed boundary approach proposed by Gilmanov et aJ. [24- 26], and we extend it to
atmospheric flows with a rough surface following the approach
described in [9] ,
For laminar flow regi mes, the reco nstruction scheme consists of linear interpolati on along a line normal to the solid surface, This method is intended for stereolithography (STL) CAD
geometry files where a surface is represented by an unstructured
mesh with triangular elements. Each triangular element is defined by the coordinates of the venices and a surface no nnal.
Although the IB method can be implemented for analytical geometries (e.g., circle, sphere, etc.) its extension to arbitrarily
complex geometries requires the development of preprocessor to
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After IB nodes are identified, a line, which we refer to as the
IB line, along the surface nonnal direction ofthe nearest triangular element can be projected from the IB node as shmvn in Fig.
1. The IB line that originates from the IB node is extended into
the fluid domain to intersect Cartesian cell faces. The value-s of
neighboring Cartesian grid points are interpolated on to the IE
line where it intersects the Cartesian cell fae-e . The velocity at
the IB node is then found by an interpolation between the knmvn
boundary value at the surface and the values that are interpolated
on the IE line. Multilinear interpolation of the poi nts a, /3, y
and Ii can be used to find the value of a quantity (e.g. velocity,
pressure) on the IB line. For laminar flow conditions, the reconstruction of a quantity at the IS node is accomp lished by linear
interpolation between the point of intersection along the IB linc
and the value ofthe boundary condition at the surface.
The linear interpolat ion reconstruction scheme may also
work well for turbulent flow·s if the grid resolution is fine enough
to capture the viscous sublayer, but this is never the case for atmospheric flows with a rough underlying surface. A linear interpolation scheme could underestimate the surface stresses, because a logarithmic or power \vind profile is typically observed
in atmospheric flm...·s. One also has to consider how the reconstruction scheme influences the sub grid model and must maintain
consistency between the underlying assumpti ons in the turbulence model and the immersed boundary rec onstruction scheme
to obtain satisfactory results [9].
The complex terrain in atmospheric flows is characterized
by roughness, sensible and latent heat fluxes, atmospheric stability, and moisture flu xes, all of which playa major role in the
observed wind profiles. Typically, the boundary conditions are
imposed through stress and flux terms

t = pu'w'

(20)

H = pCpw'0'

(21)

E = pv/q'

(22)

tation, is

.

"I - "2
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(23)

Dual-Level MPI-CUDA Parallel Implementation
The IB method and LES capability was integrated into a
dual-level parallel CFD code [ 16-18]. The code is entirely designed for GPU clusters using MPI and CUDA and it overlaps
GPU to CPU data copics and cluster conununication with computations on the GPU. A one dimensional domain decomposition
is used for parallel computations. First, a 3D Cartesian domain
ofNXxNYxl\Z is decomposed in the z-d irection such that the
subdomains arc of size NX x NY x NZ/nGPU, where nGPU is the
numbe r ofGPUs. The 3D arrays are restructured into I D arrays
for efficient memory transfers between ho st (CPU) and device
(GPU). Each partial domain on a GPU is further decomposed
into three parts and flagged as top, middle and bottom, with top
and bottom being the edges ofa subdomain. This strategy allows
thc GPU to execute the middle section computations simultaneously ~i ith the host-device transfers of the top and bottom sections and network communications. This overlapping strategy
make usc of asynchronous memory copy operations with CUDA
streams.
In our previous \vork, the perfom13nce and parallel scaling
of our flow solver was demonstrated with th e lid-driven cavity
benchmark problem [16, 17] using simple numerical methods
with no turbulence modeling capability. For perfonnance evaluation purposes, we developed a paraliel implemen tation of the
flow solver with Pthreads on CPL"s to benchmark the relative
speedup observed in the GPL version of the flov,.· solver. We
demonstrated that the GPU version performance using two Tesla
cards on thr: S1070 unit on the Lincoln cluster at National Center for Supercomputing Applications(NCSA) is 26 times faster
than the cpe versi on of the flow solver executed paraliel on 8
CPUs with Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz processors. Because the development of a flow solver with LES turbulence models and advanced linear solvers is an intensive software development task ,
we· have-discontinued maintaining the CPU version of our flow
solver. Therefore \\o·c do not provide speedup results for the current GPl) version of our flow solver. We refer the reader to our
previous work on development of an incompressible flow solver
for OPUs for further details [16- 18,33].
The pressure Poisson equation resulting from the projection
algorithm is solved by a full-depth, parallel 3D geometric multi-

5
from:

In (Z2 /,Z0 )

where Zo is the equivalent roughness height at the boundary, Z2
and Zj are the nonnal distances to the surface along the IB line
as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the above scheme is suggested
for neutrally stratified conditions, but it can be extended to atmospheric conditions with stable and unstable stratification.

where 1" is the turbulent stress at the surface, Hand E are the
fluxes for heat and moisture. respectively. u', Wi, e', q' represents
the fluctuations ofstrearnwise wind, vertical wind, potential temperarure and moisture, respectively. Direct implementation of
these tenus in Eq. 20-22 within an immersed boundary method
would be tedious and can complicate the IB method, which has
historically become popular due to its simplici ty in implementation. Therefore, we prefer that the reconstruction schemes should
operate only on the primitive variables (i.e., u, v, W, e, q) to retain the simplicity of IBM for atmospheric flows computations.
We consider the log-law reconstruction scheme [9] because of
its consistency with the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory that is
also used in turbulence model assumptions. This scheme, which
is applied only to thc u component of ve locity for ease of pres en-
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FIGURE 2, THE MEAN VELOC ITY PROFILE NOR:I-1ALlZED
WITH FRICTION VELOCITY VS. WALL UNITS FOR A MESH
SIZE OF 192 X 128 x 384. RESULTS ARE COMPARED TO THE DNS
BY MOSER ET AL. [36).

FIGURE 3. TH E X·Z COMPONENT OF REThOLDS STRESS
NORMALIZED WITH FRICTI ON VELOCI TY VS. WALL UN IT OF
A MESH S IZE OF 192 x 128 x3 84. RESUl.TS ARE COMPARED TO
THE DNS BY MOSER ET AL. (36).

grid solver thai employs an amalgamation strategy to avoid truncation of the multigrid cycle [18]. The multigrid technique is
known for its excellent numerical convergence rate and can be
separated in four parts: smoothing. restriction, coarse grid solve,
and prolongation [34, 35]. The smoQ[hing operation in our implementation is a weighted Jacobi method with weighting coefficient of 0.86 , The restriction stage coarsens a mesh by using a full-weighted scheme. The restri ction process repeals until
coarsening is no longer possible at which point the problem is
directly solved on the coarse grid. The so luti on is then interpo·
lated back to th e original mesh in the pro longation stage. Trun·
cation of the restriction process greatl y reduces the convergen ce
rate which is an issue that ari ses when implementing multigrid in
parallel. The full-depth grid coarsening can not reach the coarsest
grid on distributed processes that leads to data starvation for each
pro cess. Therefore, our implementation employs an amalgamation strategy th at brings the coarsened subdomains to a single
GP U process and reache s the fu ll-depth in the mulligrid cycle.

wise directions and the no- slip condition is enforced at the wa lls.
A constan t. height-independent fo rcing ma intains the flow. The
computation me sh used was 192x 128 x 384 in x, y, and z, re·
spectively. Wc do not use grid stretching because \VC plan to
adopt adaptive mesh refinement in the future. and th erefore have
more grid points than a traditional LES for the prescnt tcst case.
The fl ow was all owed to develop for 60 dim ensionless time units
(u,t / a ) and turbulent flow statistics were gathered for 20 tim e
units thereafter.
Figures 2 and 3 show the mean stream\,... ise velocity profile
and the Reynolds shear stress results from our turbulent channel
fl ow LES. We compare ou r re sults again st the direct numerical
si mulation (DNS) perfonned by Moser et al. [36] . As shown
in these figures our results agree well with the DNS data. We
note that LES computations were perfonned using 8 GPlJS on 4
nodes. The entire simulation compl etes in 45 hours.

Immersed Boundary Results
To validate our 18 method implementation, we consider a
laminar flow over a circular cylind er_ \Ve demonstrate our ability
to simu late How over comp lex te·rrain by co nsidering the Bolund
Hill located in Roskilde Fjord, Denmark. Bolund Hill is a 12meter-high small hill completely surrounded by water except for
a small isthmus lead ing to the mainland. Because of its small
shape and isolation, Bolund Hill has been the focus of studies in
recent years, both ex perimental [37] and computational [38,39].
Laminar flow over a circular cy linder \\'as chosen to validate
our immersed boundary implementation. Reynolds numbers of
20 and 40 were considered. The domain was 31D x 24D in the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our goal is to provide a forecasting capability for wind
flow over complex terrain. Before demonstrating wind flow
over complex terrai n, we firs t validate our implementation of
the Lagrangian dynamic LES model. wh ich is suitable for arbitrarily complex geometries. We simulate a turbulent channel
flow at ReT = 395. The computational domain has dimensions
of (2rri5,rrD , 21i) in (x ,y,z) where x, y. and z arc the streamwisc t spafl\\'ise and wall-nomlal directions. respective ly. Periodic boundary condi tion s are applied to the stream- and span-
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FIGURE 4. STREAM LINES OF FLOW OVER A CIRCUlAR
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FIGURE 6. U-em.iPOl\'EI\'T OF CENTERLINE VELOCITY IN
THE WAKE OF FLOW OVER A CIRCULAR CYlINDER FOR
REYNOLDS NUMBERS OF 20 AND 40 IN A OOMAIN OF
31D x 24D. RESUlTS ARE COMPARED TO NTEUWSTADT AI'm
KELLER (40].

FIGURE 5. STREA.~LINES OF FlOW OVER A crRCUlAR
CYLINDER AT REYNOLDS NUMBER 40 FOR A DOMAIN OF
3IDx 24D.

x· and z-dlrections, respectively, where D is the diameter of the
cylinder. The center of the cylinder was placed at 1O.5D in the
x·direction and at halfway point in the z·dimtion. The bound·
ary conditions of the domai n were freesli p at the lOp and bouom,
with an inlet and convective outlet in the streamwise direction.
A linear reconstruction scheme was applied 10 this Hew scenario.
Figures 4 and 5 present the streamlines around the cylinder. Fig.
ure 6 shows the u<omponent of the centerline velocity In the
wake. We compared our results with the computationsofNieuw.
stadt and Keller [40]. We observe a very good agreement in the
near ....'8ir:e for both Reynolds numbers. Our resultS slightly deviate from Nieuwstadt and Keller in the far ....'8ke which IS evident
in both cases. We found that this deviation in the far wake mainly
depends on the overall computa tional domain size. We note that
the agreement in near wake ofcylinder is very good, and it seJVes
as a good validation case for our immersed boundary method implementation.
Figure 7 is a surface rendering of the Bolund Hill STL fite
used in this paper. The fearure that makes the Bolund Hill case
challenging to simulate is the steep vertical escarpment. Figure
8 shows a slice o f the Cartesian mesh used superimJXISed on the
STL at the escarpment. In our solver, thex andydirectiooscorre·
spend to the lateral directions and:: to the venical direc tion, with
the x directIOn being perpendicu lar to the escarpment in Fig. 7.
The computational Cartesian mesh used in this paper was 256 x

FIGURE 7. THE SURfACE CREATED BYnIE STl GEOMETRY
OF BOl UND HILL USED IN THIS PAPER.

192 x 128 in the x, y and :: directions, respectively, with a lateral
resol ution of4 m and venical resol ution of I m. A no-slip condition was imposed at the terrain surface with a free·slip condition
at the top of the domain and periodic lateral boundary conditions.
Performing a pure LES of atmospheric Hews over com plex
terrain would be computationally Impractical given the amount
of grid points would be needed to resolve the flow near the sur·
face . Furthermore, LES requires additional models to represent
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F IGURE 9 . A SLICE OF THE INSTANTAl-.'EOUS VELOCIn'
FiElD NORMAL TO THE Y DIREcnON. THE SIMULATION EXHIBITS SPEEDUP AT THE VERTICAL ESCARPMENT AND THE
BEGImTh' G OF WAKE FOR."1ATlON.
FIGURE 8 . CLOSEUP OF A CARTESIAN MESH SLICE IN THE
X-Z PLANE SUP£R.Th.1POSED ON THE BOlUND HILL sn. ONE
CelL HAS DIMENSIONS OF 4 METERS IN THE X AND I METER

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented our on-gomg work to develop a GPUaccelerated forecasting capability for wind How O"U complex
terrain. The wind solver adopts a dual-level ~PI.cuoA) parallelism for GPU cluste rs. The pressure Poisson equation resulting from the projection algorithm is solved with a full--depth
amalgamated geometric multigrid method. To represent the complex geometry of real terrain in three dimensions we have developed a preprocessor such that an m reconstruction scheme can
be imp lemented along the surface nonnal direction in conjunction with atmospheric simi lari ty theory. For turbulence modeling
over complex terrain, we consider LES approach with dynamic
subgrid-scale models. In panitular we use the Lagrangian dynamic model because it is a localized model and does not require
any homogeneous directIon in the dynamic procedure to calculate the model coefficient. We validated the LES capability with
a turbulent channel flow and the IBM with laminar ftow over circular cylinders.
IB computations over complex terrain that are presented in
this paper are preliminary and still being refi ned . The focus of
ongoing and future work will be to use open lateral boundary
conditions, correct the equivalent roughness height over the hill
and perform a grid refinement study. Our current study provides
the necessary components for simulating wind over complex terrain using an immersed boundary method and future work will
produce a quantitative analysis of both solution accuracy and
computational performance of our flow solver.

IN THE"L.

surface roughness and fluxes of heat and moisture. Therefore, we
use a hybrid RANSII..ES [2,41] approach that provides a smooth
transition between RANS and LES regions by using

v,

~ [( l-exp (~,))' (C, A)' H>p( ~,) \ "")'] 15
(24)

to blend the length scales produced from the Lagrangian dynamic
SGS model with a mixing length RANS model. The equivalent
roughness height for the logarithmic reconstruction was 0.0003
m which is suggested for the water surrounding Bolund Hill.
Complex terrain results that are presented in this paper are
preliminary at this stage. For now, we present a velocity field
along the x-direction perpendicular to the escarpment in Fig. 9.
The flow field is showing acceleration at the escarpment and
there is evidence of wake fonnation. However, there are several
ISSues we will improve upon. First, the periodic lateral boundary
conditions should be replaced with open lalenll boundary conditions which ,",,'Quid come from a precursor simulation that would
also provide an initial turbulent field. The next issue to address is
to apply the correct equivalent roughness height in the logarithmic reconstruction to reflect the roughness of the hill separately
from the roughness of the sea. A third issue would be to perfonn
grid refinement sludy and investigate the con\'ergence of the s0lution. Last but not least, we need to systematically evaluate
subgrid-scale models for wind over complex terrai n.
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